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 think I just have to start accepting the fact that life gets 
busier and more hectic every year. As you can see from the 
map above, 2012 has been another year of globe-trotting 

(or hemisphere trotting), with lots of new experiences as well 
as a lot of “business as usual”. 

As I write this on Lille juleaften (“Little Christmas Eve”, or the 
23rd December as it’s known to most), the wind outside is 
howling, and the first snowflakes of a forecast blizzard are 
starting to fall – I wonder what things will look like by the time 
I’ve finished writing? (Answer: White, dark and still stormy) 

2012 started with a cold New Year and snow in February, but 
thankfully it didn’t last as long or cause as much disruption as 
the previous two winters in Denmark. I was very pleased to 
host old friend Karsten Schönrogge for a few days in February 
as external examiner for my Masters’ student Anne Andersen, 
who passed with flying colours. 

My first overseas trip of the year was in March, when I accom-
panied my PhD student Janni Larsen to Brazil. This was a new 
country (and continent) for me, but one I’ve been wanting to 
visit for years. We spent a week visiting the lab of Prof. Tere-
zinha Della Lucia at the Federal University of Visçosa, during 
which time I stayed with my old friend Og de Souza, who also 
works there – It was great to see Og in his natural habitat. After 
that we went to the Rio Claro to one of the State Universities of 
São Paulo, where we met up with Mauricio Bacci and Christian 

Rabelling for a couple of days before I flew back to Copenha-
gen and Janni set off on fieldwork with Christian and Mauricio. 
A fantastic trip, but all too brief, so I hope to return to Brazil 
again soon. 
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A couple of days after returning to Copenhagen from Brazil, I 
was off again, but this time only as far as the Netherland, 
where the 3rd “Future of Butterflies in Europe” meeting was 
held in Wageningen. Anne and PhD students Sämi Schär and 
Andreas Kelager also came along and gave talks. It was good 
to catch up with many old friends and colleagues from the 
MacMan project and further afield, and to also meet some 
potential co-authors of future scientific papers in the flesh. 

I 



At the end of May I was invited to be the external examiner for 
the PhD thesis of Anton Chernenko in Helsinki, which proved 
to be a very interesting experience. Finnish PhD exams are 
very formal affairs, involving wearing academic gowns – 
something I hadn’t done since getting my own PhD certificate 
in 1990. Luckily my old friend Robert Esnouf managed to 
organize an Oxford MA gown that I could borrow, and the 
whole affair went swimmingly. It was also a nice opportunity 
to spend a few days exploring Helsinki – a town that I had 
previously only travelled through rather than to. 
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In late June I went up to the island of Læsø, for the usual 
annual field trip, this time accompanied by Sämi, and two 
volunteer students, Joachim Lassen and Helen Verjux, for an 
intensive few days of training. Joachim and Helen then went 
across to Thy national part in Western Jutland to be joined by 
Andreas and project students Ea Hørsving, Daniella Humm and 
Maria Mikkelsen who completed their projects there. 
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The most exciting trip of the year came in July, however, when 
Jane and I (and many of Jane’s relations) visited Canada for the 
wedding of her cousin Jannik and fiancé Karen in Winnipeg, 
which was done in real style. 
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Afterwards, Jane and I flew further west to Calgary and then 
hired a car and drove around the Canadian Rockies for a week, 
visiting Banff, the Colombia Icefield and Jasper, before spend-
ing a couple of days in Edmonton, and a final night in Drum-
heller. This was a fantastic trip, and was also our “proper” 
honeymoon, as we didn’t have much time for a long trip when 
we got married in 2008. It’s certainly an area I would recom-
mend and would love to visit again soon. Many thanks to 
Jannik and Karen for giving us the excuse for a trip to Canada! 
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At the end of August, I was in Montecatini Terme in Italy for 
the meeting of the European sections of the IUSSI – a great 
meeting in an historic town that also happened to be hosting 
the “Miss Italy” contest that week. Immediately after returning 
to Copenhagen, I ran a 5-day Ph.D. course on European ants, 
which attracted 20 students from Copenhagen and the rest of 
Europe, and was, I think, pretty successful for a first attempt. 
The next day my normal autumn and winter teaching started, 
which has kept me pretty busy ever since. 

I did however, get another chance to wear a gown and be a 
Ph.D. examiner, when I was invited to be part of the examining 
committee for Aniek Ivens in Groningen in late November. 
Dutch Ph.D. exams are even more formal than Finnish ones… 
but it was great fun, and good to finally see Groningen. 

This year has been full of “round” birthdays in the Nash 
family. My dad turned 80 in February and there were three 50th 
birthdays – My sister-in-law Marion in May, and both my 
brother Paul and his partner-in-crime Alison Felstead in early 
December. I was very happy to be able to finally make a trip to 
the U.K. a couple of weeks ago to visit my parents in Islip and 
to celebrate Paul and Alison’s combined centenary in Moreton-
in-Marsh, where I added a few tambourine shakes to an other-
wise very musical evening. 
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Hope you had a great 2012 and that 2013 will be even better! and that 2013 will be even better!




